(57) Abrégé/Abstract:
Described herein is a material reducing apparatus including a bypass arm and a bypass control member for allowing reduction-resistant objects of a material to bypass the apparatus while avoiding interruption of the operation of the apparatus. Other embodiments may be described and claimed.
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MATERIAL REDUCING APPARATUS

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001]

Technical Field

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention relate to machines and apparatuses for reducing material, e.g., for reducing material resulting from structural demolition to enable a more convenient transportation and disposal of such material.

Background

[0003] Material reducing machines have long been used for reducing material from larger-sized components to smaller-sized components. Such reduction may be desirable for any one or more reasons including, for example, transportability, re-usability, and/or degradability.

[0004] In general, these machines operate by conveying un-reduced material toward a rotor having projections thereon, which may direct the material up and over the rotor into an overlying fixed anvil or anvil bar located in close proximity to the projections thereby breaking the material into smaller-sized components.

[0005] Known material-reducing machines may not be suitable or desirable for all types of materials, particularly if there is a possibility that reduction-resistant object may be encountered. For example, U.S. Patent
No. 5,213,273 issued to Linnerz ("Linnerz") discloses a material-reducing machine including an open hydraulic system that includes a hydraulic cylinder, a pressure relief valve, and an open receiving tank as the structure to provide for what it calls "resilient deflection" of its outlet wall. Linnerz, however, fails to include a biasing arrangement for urging or causing the outlet wall to move back to its operating position, such that the outlet wall remains deflected away, requiring operator intervention to close the outlet wall.

Some material-reducing machines are configured with a shear pin that breaks when a reduction-resistant object is encountered, resulting in the bypass wall pivoting open. As a result, the processing operation must be shut down and the shear pin must be replaced.

In still other cases, even more undesirable problems could result from a material-reducing machine encountering reduction-resistant material including, for example, damage to the machine, potentially leading to costly repairs or replacement thereof.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Embodiments of the present invention will be readily understood by the following detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. To facilitate this description, like reference numerals designate like structural elements. Embodiments of the invention are illustrated by way of example and not by way of limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary material reduction apparatus, in accordance with various embodiments of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of the material reduction apparatus of Figure 1 in use, in accordance with various embodiments of the present invention.
[0011] Figure 3 is another schematic illustration of the material reduction apparatus of Figure 1 in use, in accordance with various embodiments of the present invention.

[0012] Figure 4 is another schematic illustration of the material reduction apparatus of Figure 1 in use, in accordance with various embodiments of the present invention.

Detailed Description of Embodiments of the Invention

[0013] In the following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings which form a part hereof wherein like numerals designate like parts throughout, and in which is shown by way of illustration embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and structural or logical changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention. Therefore, the following detailed description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of embodiments in accordance with the present invention is defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

[0014] The description may use the phrases "in an embodiment," "in embodiments," or "in various embodiments," which may each refer to one or more of the same or different embodiments. Furthermore, the terms "comprising," "including," "having," and the like, as used with respect to embodiments of the present invention, are synonymous.

[0015] The phrase "AVB" means A or B. For the purposes of the present invention, the phrase "A and/or B" means "(A), (B), or (A and B)." For the purposes of the present invention, the phrase "at least one of A, B, and C" means "(A), (B), (C), (A and B), (A and C), (B and C), or (A, B and C)." For the purposes of the present invention, the phrase "(A)B" means "(B) or (AB)," that is, A is an optional element.

[0016] The description may use perspective-based descriptions such as up/down, back/front, and top/bottom. Such descriptions are merely used to facilitate the discussion and are not intended to restrict the application of embodiments of the present invention.
The terms “coupled” and “connected,” along with their derivatives, may be used. It should be understood that these terms are not intended as synonyms for each other. Rather, in particular embodiments, “connected” may be used to indicate that two or more elements are in direct physical or electrical contact with each other. “Coupled” may mean that two or more elements are in direct physical or electrical contact. However, “coupled” may also mean that two or more elements are not in direct contact with each other, but yet still cooperate or interact with each other.

**Figures 1 and 2** depict a material reduction apparatus in accordance with various embodiments of the present invention. For the illustrated embodiment, the material reduction apparatus comprises a conveyor 14 for moving material to be reduced 12a toward a rotor 16 including radial projections 18 (sometimes referred to in the art as hammers). A compression roller 20 includes ribs 22 mounted on a pivotal arm 24. Compression roller 20 may be configured such that compression roller 20 is urged generally downward toward conveyor 14 and/or rotor 16. Compression roller 20 working in conjunction with conveyor 14 may urge material 12a downward and inward in the direction of arrow 34 toward rotor 16.

In operation and as illustrated in **Figure 2**, material 12a may be forced against rotor 16 and/or projections 18 and is carried upwardly by projections 18 into engagement with an anvil 36 of a bypass arm 90. Material 12a that is too large to fit between the spacing provided between projections 18 and anvil 36 may be broken into smaller pieces upon impacting anvil 36.

Bypass arm 90 may further include a screen 38 following anvil 36 in around rotor 16. In various embodiments, following screen 38 may be one or more other screen sections 40, 42. Material 12a may be reduced by the apparatus into smaller pieces, which may then be urged by projections 18 against screens 38, 40, 42 and in some cases reduced further. Reduced material 12b may then pass through one or more of screens 38, 40, 42. In some embodiments, reduced material 12b may be deposited onto a
conveyor for conveying away from the apparatus. Material 12a not passing through one or more of screens 38, 40, 42 may be moved around rotor 16 via projections 18 one or more additional cycles for further reduction and/or screening.

[0021] Material to be reduced 12a, however, may include one or more reduction-resistant objects 12c as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Such reduction-resistant objects 12c may impact anvil 36, and the force of the impact, either alone or in combination with the added force of projections 18 due to the rotation of rotor 16, may result in pivoting of bypass arm 90 from a closed or operational position to a non-closed or open position for allowing reduction-resistant objects 12c to bypass the apparatus. In various embodiments, bypass arm 90 may open a varying amount depending on a number of factors including, but not limited to, reduction-resistant material size, opening force caused by reduction-resistant objects 12c, and/or the resistance force applied by bypass arm 90. Allowing reduction-resistant material 12c to bypass the machine may avoid jamming of the rotor and/or damage to one or more components of the apparatus. Costly downtime, repairs, and/or replacement may thus be avoided or minimized.

[0022] To allow bypass of reduction-resistant objects 12c, the material reducing apparatus may include a bypass arm 90 configured to pivot between a closed position and a non-closed position (illustrated in FIG. 3) to allow reduction-resistant objects 12c of material 12a to bypass the apparatus. A non-closed position may be any one or more positions of bypass arm 90 once bypass arm 90 has begun to pivot including, for example, fully open or any position between fully open and fully closed. Such pivoting of bypass arm 90 may be controlled, at least in part, by a bypass control member configured to move in relation to bypass arm 90 in order to allow bypass arm 90 to move between closed and non-closed positions.

[0023] In the illustrated embodiment, the bypass control member may be a lever 92, which may be configured to pivot about pivot point 93 between
a first position when bypass arm 90 is in a closed position and a second position when bypass arm 90 is in the non-closed position.

[0024] As illustrated, bypass control lever 92 may include a first interface feature 94 engaging an interface surface 91 of bypass arm 90 and a second interface feature 95 coupled to a resistance element 96. First interface feature 94 may be disposed on a first end of bypass control lever 92, with first interface feature 94 being configured to engage interface surface 91 of bypass arm 90 to allow bypass arm 90 to pivot between the closed position and the non-closed position.

[0025] In various embodiments, while reducing normally-reducible material, first interface feature 94 may rest at a home position of surface 91. In such a position, the first interface feature 94 may apply a predetermined force to bypass arm 90 in order to hold bypass arm 90 in the closed position until a force exceeding the predetermined force is provided by an impact of reduction-resistant objects 12c. When the predetermined force is overcome by the force caused by the reduction-resistant material, the interface feature and/or the interface surface will move relative to each other so as to allow bypass arm 90 to pivot to a non-closed position.

[0026] In various embodiments, first interface feature 94 may be configured to rotate such that it can rotatably or rollably engage surface 91 of bypass arm 90, while bypass arm 90 pivots between closed and non-closed positions. For example, in various embodiments, first interface feature 94 may comprise a roller or other rolling structure. Although the illustrated embodiments depict first interface feature 94 as having a generally circular shape, other configurations are possible within the scope of the present disclosure.

[0027] For example, in some embodiments, first interface feature 94 may have an elliptical or other suitable shape. In other embodiments, however, first interface feature 94 may instead be configured to slidably engage surface 91, with first interface feature 94 and/or surface 91 of bypass arm 90 being formed of a suitable material and/or geometry that allows first interface feature 94 to slide relative to surface 91 of bypass arm 90.
example, in one embodiment, first interface feature 94 and/or surface 91 may be formed from and/or coated with a low- or no-friction material.

[0028] Surface 91 of bypass arm 90 may take any one or more configurations. For example, surface 91 may be integral to bypass arm 90 or may be formed by affixing a separate element to bypass arm 90. In embodiments, for example, surface 91 may be a plate or plate-like structure affixed to bypass arm 90. Surface 91, whether integral or separately affixed, may be a generally smooth surface or may include one or more notches, detents or other interrupting features disposed thereon and/or therein. Such interrupting features may be configured to engage first interface feature 94 to inhibit, at least temporarily, movement of bypass arm 90 relative to first interface feature 94. For example, in some embodiments, a notch or detent may be configured to engage first interface feature 94 to inhibit movement of bypass arm 90 until a reduction-resistant object 12c is encountered (e.g., similar to the angularly offset home position illustrated and discussed above).

[0029] In still further embodiments, interruption features may provide somewhat stepped but increased resistance to continued opening movement of bypass arm 90 as first interface feature 94 engages one or more of the detents until the reduction-resistant object 12c has passed. In other embodiments and as illustrated in Figures 1-4, however, surface 91 may be generally smooth with first interface feature 94 resting on a top edge of surface 91 (i.e., the home position) until reduction-resistant material 12c is encountered.

[0030] In various embodiments, surface 91 may be geometrically configured with a contour adapted to provide a predetermined range and/or variation of resistance forces for resisting pivoting of bypass arm 90 from a closed position to a non-closed position. Such a configuration may also urge bypass arm 90 from the non-closed position towards the closed position. “Contour” as used herein may include a generally regularly curved surface (whether convex or concave), a generally irregularly curved surface, a
generally flat surface, and/or a combination thereof, depending on the particular application.

[0031] For example, the contour of surface 91 may be configured to provide a generally flat first or home position engagable by the first interface feature 94 and adapted to provide a predetermined force for holding bypass arm 90 in a closed position. When a reduction-resistant object 12c is encountered, the resistance forces applied to bypass arm 90 may increase until the force generated by the reduction-resistant object 12c exceeds the predetermined force generated by first interface feature 94 engaging the home position, at which time bypass arm 90 will move to the non-closed position (e.g., first interface feature 94 moves from the home position). In various embodiments, the contour of surface 91 may be configured to provide relatively low resistance such that the reduction-resistant object 12c is more readily bypassed. In various embodiments, surface 91 may be configured such that as bypass arm 90 pivots to non-closed positions higher resistance forces may be generated to urge bypass arm 90 back to the closed position; such varying resistance may be caused by the geometry of the interface surface 91.

[0032] In addition to or instead of contouring of surface 91 for providing a varying range of resistance forces, resistance element 96 coupled to a second interface feature of the bypass control member (as illustrated, lever 92) may be configured to resist pivoting of bypass control lever 92 as desired. For example, resistance element 96 may be configured to provide a predetermined range and/or variation of resistance forces for resisting pivoting of bypass control lever 92, and thus pivoting of bypass arm 90.

[0033] Resistance element 96 may comprise any one or more of various forms and materials and still be suitable for the purpose. For example, for various embodiments, resistance element 96 may comprise one or more airbags or airbag-like structures, one or more biasing elements (e.g., elastomeric structures, springs, etc.), or some combination thereof. In embodiments wherein resistance element 96 comprises an airbag(s), one or
more of the airbags may be formed from any material suitable for the purpose including, for example, a polymer or a fabric, or some other material suitable for holding air or some other gas while still providing a desired level of elasticity. For embodiments wherein resistance element 96 comprises multiple airbags, the airbags may be stacked or may be distributed horizontally within the same plane, or some combination of both configurations.

[0034] In some embodiments, resistance element 96 may comprise one or more biasing elements such as, for example, springs. For embodiments wherein resistance element 96 comprises multiple biasing elements, the biasing element may be stacked or may be distributed horizontally within the same plane, or some combination of both configurations.

[0035] In various embodiments, and similarly to various embodiments of surface 91 described above, resistance element 96 may be configured to provide a predetermined force for holding and/or facilitating holding of bypass arm 90 in a closed position until bypass arm 90 encounters a reduction-resistant object 12c at which point resistance forces may increase until the force generated by the reduction-resistant object 12c exceeds the predetermined force. To allow the reduction-resistant object 12c to be bypassed from the apparatus, resistance element 96 may be further configured to taper off the resistance or otherwise reduce to allow bypass arm 90 to pivot to a non-closed position. In other embodiments, however, resistance element 96 may be configured to provide relatively low resistance once the predetermined force is exceeded such that the reduction-resistant object 12c is more readily bypassed, and in these embodiments, resistance element 96 may be configured such that as bypass arm 90 pivots to non-closed positions higher resistance forces may be generated to urge bypass arm 90 back the closed position.

[0036] Although various embodiments may provide for controlling the range of resistance forces for resisting pivoting of bypass control lever 92, and thus bypass arm 90, either by including resistance element 95 or by
including a contoured surface 91, an increased range and/or variation of resistances may be possible by including both. For example, the resistance forces possible by either resistance element 95 or contoured surface 91 alone may be limited due to either the mechanical limits of those elements and/or by the materials available for forming those elements. Combining both elements may advantageously allow for an increased resistance force. Similarly, the variation of resistance forces may be more controllable or variable if both elements are combined. In some embodiments, however, use of either resistance element 95 or by contouring surface 91 alone may be suitable for the material reducing needs for the particular application.

[0037] Although certain embodiments have been illustrated and described herein for purposes of description of the preferred embodiment, it will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that a wide variety of alternate and/or equivalent embodiments or implementations calculated to achieve the same purposes may be substituted for the embodiments shown and described without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, while a lever has been shown for the bypass control member, a variety of different structures may be used, including but not limited to slides, hinged members, etc. Further, the interface features may be of a variety of configurations other than those illustrated. The contour of the surface may be any one of a number of geometries aside from the illustrated increasing radius of curvature curved surface, including being generally flat. The home position may be angularly offset from the curved portion of the interface surface (as illustrated), or, for example, it may be of a different geometry, indented, protruded, or otherwise distinguished from the remainder of the interface surface and adapted to help provide an initial resistance force to hold the bypass arm in the closed position. Those with skill in the art will readily appreciate that embodiments in accordance with the present invention may be implemented in a very wide variety of ways. This application is intended to cover any adaptations or variations of the embodiments discussed herein. Therefore, it is manifestly intended that
embodiments in accordance with the present invention be limited only by the claims and the equivalents thereof.
Claims:

1. A materials reduction apparatus comprising:
   a bypass arm configured to pivot between a closed position and a non-closed
   position to allow a reduction-resistant object of a material to bypass the apparatus; and
   a bypass control member configured to move between a first position when the
   bypass arm is in a closed position and a second position when the bypass arm is in the
   non-closed position, the bypass control member including a first end configured to
   traverse an interface surface of an exterior wall of the bypass arm, and a second end
   engaging a resistance member configured to urge the first end against the bypass arm
   to move the bypass arm to the closed position.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the exterior wall of the bypass arm has a first
   portion and a second portion angularly disposed from the first portion.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the second portion is generally curved.

4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the exterior wall of the bypass arm is convexly
   curved relative to the first end of the bypass control member.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the convexly curved surface of the bypass arm
   provides a resistance force in the open position that is greater than a resistance force in
   the closed position.

6. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the second portion has a non-constant radius
   of curvature.

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the exterior wall of the bypass arm is generally
   flat.
8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first end of the bypass control member comprises a roller configured to traverse the exterior wall of the bypass arm.

9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the resistance element is configured to resist movement of the bypass control member from the first position and the second position.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the resistance element urges the bypass control member to return to the first position and thereby to urge the bypass arm to pivot towards the closed position.

11. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the resistance element is configured to provide a resistance force in the open position that is greater than a resistance force in the closed position.

12. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the resistance element comprises at least a selected one or more of an airbag, a spring, and an elastomer.

13. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the bypass arm is pivotally coupled to a shaft, and wherein the apparatus further comprises a shear pin coupled to the shaft and adapted to shear when the bypass arm encounters the reduction-resistant object.

14. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the bypass arm is pivotally coupled to a shaft, and wherein the apparatus further comprises a compression member coupled to the shaft to allow limited generally linear movement of the shaft.

15. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first end of the bypass control member is configured to roll on the interface surface of the exterior wall of the bypass arm.